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THE DILEMMA01 We are analyzing the world 
through a keyhole



CAPTURED DATA vs.      
THE FULL PICTURE

“Online tracking 
  captures the what 
  not the why and how”



CAPTURED DATA vs.      
THE FULL PICTURE

“and more importantly 
not what could have 
been”



WEB DATA from a large  
European fashion retailer

20% of the assortment 
drives >87% of the overall 
product exposure

Only exposed SKUs can 
generate KPIs like clicks, 
carts and buys

SKU performance is heavily 
exploited

Product-Exposure
Product-Margin



PRESENTATION BIAS

“The performance of 
products, which users 

have never seen, cannot 
be judged”



WHY IS THIS A PROBLEM ?

1. Products without exposure still produce inventory 
costs (depending on your business model)

2. Short-head products face the biggest competition -  
cutting product margins



EXPLORE vs. 
EXPLOIT02
Exploration is the Foundation of 
Learning



E-COMMERCE TENDS TO 
EXPLOIT 

EXPLORATION

Bring products into the 
view of shoppers 
because viewing 

products can activate 
forgotten or new needs 

EXPLOITATION
VS 

Maximize the probability 
of a conversion. 

Based collected signals 



WHILE PHYSICAL RETAIL      
TENDS TO EXPLORE

SELL THROUGH RATE depending on product placement



EXPOSURE is the foundation for 
EXPLORATION

TRIGGERS

Exploration Evaluation

Experience

PURCHASE

Ex
po

su
re



WE NEED TO BRING THEM 
CLOSER TOGETHER

EXPLORATION

Bring products into the 
view of shoppers 
because viewing 

products can activate 
forgotten or new needs 

EXPLOITATION

Maximize the probability 
of a purchase. 

Based on collected 
signals 



WEB DATA after adding             
10% of random exploration

45% of the assortment 
drives 88% of the overall 
exposure.

SKU performance is less 
exploited and more SKUs are 
exposed to the users

Relative 8% uplift in Margin 
per Transaction

Product-Exposure
Product-Exposure + exploration
Product-Margin



EXAMPLES of Random Exploration

99% less buys from the 
sixth position 
but 17% more clicks on 
laptop bags 

67% less buys from the 
eighth position but 21% 
more clicks on weekender 
bags

increased Page Value 
about 9%



EXAMPLES of Random Exploration

71% less buys from the first 
position 
but 11% more clicks on high 
end adidas soccer shoes 

67% less buys from the 
fourth position but 15% 
more clicks on high end 
nike soccer shoes

increased Page Value 
about 3%



How to explore by randomization

IF Query Understanding available:

Try to find underperforming items and substitute them by items of the 
same product type with high collocated exposure to clicks/carts-ratios.  

ELSE:

Add a randomized value for every item as additional ranking value to 
your search-Index or LTR-Model. 



“It’s still a keyhole -       
but exploration made       

it bigger!”



SUMMARY03 EXPLORE and INSPIRE



● Don’t let tracking data limit your abilities to learn and explore what 
customers want.

● Don’t let tracking data limit your customers exploring what they want.

● Use exploration to challenge the current state and discover new 
opportunities.

● If you have deep in-house retail knowledge about product placement, 
merchandising, ... use it - it’s worth more than most of your tracked 
data-points. 

KEY TAKEAWAYS

All of this can be achieved 
without a single piece of PI



—Ron Pompei

-
“Retail creates places where culture 

and commerce intersect.                      
It’s more like the Silk Road - a sense of 
exploration mixed with the exchange 

of things and ideas”



CREDITS: This presentation template was 
created by Slidesgo, including icons by Flaticon, 
and infographics & images by Freepik. 

THANKS!

Do you have any questions?

andreas.wagner@searchhub.io

www.searchhub.io

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

